Dosimetry of ultrasoft x-rays (1.5 keV Al(Kalpha)) using radiochromatic films and colour scanners.
This work explores the possibility of measuring the absorbed dose of ultrasoft x-rays (USX, 1.5 keV Al(Kalpha)) with GAFCHROMIC HD-810 radiochromatic dosimetry films (HD-810 films) and colour scanners. HD-810 films were exposed to USX, soft x-rays (14.8 keV) and gamma-rays (60Co) for various times. The response of HD-810 films to absorbed doses of gamma-rays in water was calibrated with Fricke dosimetry and used for the calibration of USX. The optical density of the HD-810 films was quantified with an HP ScanJet 6100C scanner and Corel Picture Paint 7. The choice of the reading channel and colour adjustment settings were optimized to either improve sensitivity or expand the measurable dose range. The response of the HD-810 films to the absorbed dose in water decreased by 50% when the effective photon energy decreased from 1.25 MeV to 14.8 keV. The ratio of the mass energy absorption coefficient of the active layer of HD-810 films to that of water was found to play a major role in this decrease. The mean absorbed doses of the active layer of the HD-810 films exposed to USX were derived. The calculation of the initial photon fluence rate and the mean absorbed doses of USX to biological samples such as plasmid DNA is discussed. This study suggests that radiochromatic dosimetry films are promising secondary dosimeters for measuring the absorbed dose of USX.